Staying protected just got a whole lot cooler. At Superior Recreational Products (SRP), we provide our customers with standard and custom shade structures for nearly every outdoor location. Our line delivers creative solutions and unique designs while providing protection from the sun’s harmful UV rays and withstandng high winds. Our 20 years of experience allows us to provide the superior shade products you’ve been searching for.

NEW PRODUCTS!
Our team of innovative designers are always developing new products. Check out these great new shade additions that resist the elements in style.

- Fixed Waterproof Umbrella PAGE 14
- Fixed Waterproof Cantilever Umbrella PAGE 14
- Portable Retractable Umbrella PAGE 16
- T-Swing with Shade PAGE 42
University of West Georgia Campus Center

CARROLLTON, GEORGIA

Overlooking the University of West Georgia’s Love Valley, the outdoor patio at the 131,000 square foot Campus Center features 5 of Superior’s Hyperbolic Sail Shades and 2 Triangular Sail Shades. Students can now enjoy the large shaded area for studying, dining, or hosting events. This shade was engineered to include electrical outlets in the posts. Additionally, the university installed a lighting and sound system.
Baylor University’s Hurd Tennis Center features 12 outdoor tennis courts, six of which are championship courts. Overlooking the championship courts is the shaded Bradley R. Hulse Grandstand. Superior provided 15 custom cantilever shades that matched the Baylor University green.
Seabrook Beach Club at Seabrook Island
JOHNS ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA

Beautiful Seabrook Island is home to many amenities including the Seabrook Beach Club and the Seabrook Island Lake House. Overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, The Sands at the Beach Club features eight of Superior’s Hyperbolic Sail shades in varying dimensions to accommodate for the curved design of the existing pathways. Seabrook loved the Hyperbolic Sails so much, they sought out Superior again for their Lake House. The Lake House features more sail shades and our Arched Cantilevers.
Seminole County Sports Complex
SANFORD, FLORIDA
The 100-acre Seminole County Sports Complex is home to 15 state-of-the-art athletic fields, batting cages, and walking paths among many other amenities. Superior supplied T-Cantilever shades in various color schemes for spectator seating across all 15 athletic fields. Additionally, we supplied Cantilever Umbrella shades for each field’s score keeper and a large sail shade for a picnic area.
**Vista Umbrella**
Ideal for shading swimming pools and outdoor dining spaces, our Vista Cantilever umbrella reaches your space without the barrier of a column. Easily opened and retracted, it also has a unique optional pivoting feature.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- Rectangle
- Hexagon

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- 360° Pivot Upgrade
- Double Cantilever Upgrade
- Electrical Access
- Height Extensions
- Retractable and Pivots
- Aluminum Supports
- 7’ Eave Height
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

**ALUMINUM FRAME WATERPROOF UMBRELLA OPTIONS**

**Horizon Umbrella**
Ideal for any commercial application, the fixed position Horizon umbrella is the simplest sun shade solution.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- Rectangle
- Hexagon

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- Frame Support Upgrade*
- Fixed Position
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

*Frame support upgrades are needed when standard frames are modified causing additional load requirements.

**Sunset Umbrella**
Ideal for cafés, pools, and restaurants, the Sunset umbrella can be effortlessly opened and retracted.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- Rectangle
- Hexagon

**FEATURES AND FABRIC**
- Retractable
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

**STEEL FRAME WATERPROOF UMBRELLA OPTIONS**

**锋利铝框防水伞**

我们的铝框架防水伞具有大约7’的檐高，316不锈钢硬件，海洋级涂层，通过75 mph的风速测试。颜色选项包括Ferrari 502或Stam 6002 Textured系列的面料。

**钢铁框架防水伞**

我们的钢框架防水伞具有7’到10’的檐高，设计用于强风环境。选择您的选择的海洋级粉末涂层颜色和面料选项在Ferrari 502，Stam 6002 Textured，或Sunbrella Marine系列。

*SRP不建议或保证在风速超过45 mph的条件下使用任何可折叠伞，除非在写信给合格的SRP工程师时特别指定并批准。
NEW!

Fixed Waterproof Umbrella

Ideal for any commercial application, the Fixed Waterproof umbrella combines our Glide Elbow™ convenience with waterproof fabric — an umbrella unlike any other.

**Shapes and Sizes**

- Square
- Hexagon

| 10’ | 12’ | 14’ | 16’ | 18’ |

**Options, Features, and Fabric**

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’ or 10’ Eave Height
- Fixed Position
- Glide Elbow™
- Wind Rated to 90 MPH
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

**NEW!**

Fixed Waterproof Cantilever Umbrella

Much like our new Fixed Waterproof umbrella, the Fixed Waterproof Cantilever umbrella combines our Glide Elbow™ convenience with waterproof fabric — a cantilever unlike any other.

**Shapes and Sizes**

- Square
- Hexagon

| 10’ | 12’ | 16’ | 18’ |

**Options, Features, and Fabric**

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’ or 10’ Eave Height
- Fixed Position
- Glide Elbow™
- Wind Rated to 90 MPH
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

NEW!

Waterproof Hypar Umbrella

Ideal for shading pools and guest areas, our Hypar umbrella provides shade with a unique look. Hypar umbrellas feature a low-profile canopy that will not obstruct your view.

**Shape and Sizes**

- Square

| 10’–20’ |

**Features and Fabric**

- Fixed Position
- 7’ Eave Height
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured
Single Post Umbrella

Umbrellas represent one of the most economical ways of shading spaces and can cover up to nearly 600 square feet of space with a single unit. Single Post Umbrellas are available in square, hexagon, or octagon shapes.

SHAPES AND SIZES

- Square
- Hexagon
- Octagon

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
- With or Without Superior’s Glide Elbow™
- Choose between your choice of marine grade powder coat colors and our Traditional Shade fabrics.

Portable Retractable Umbrella

The easy set-up and portability of the Portable Retractable umbrella makes this a great shade solution for any space.

SHAPES AND SIZES

- Square

FEATURES AND FABRIC

- Portable and Retractable
- 330 lb. Steel Frame
- 8’ Eave Height
- Wind Rated to 35 MPH
- Sunbrella Marine

Cantilever Umbrella

The Cantilever’s off-centered post allows for the placement of site furnishings without the interference of a column.

SHAPE AND SIZES

- Square
- Hexagon

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

Glide Elbow™ availability depends on dimensions and model.
TRADITIONAL STEEL FRAME UMBRELLA OPTIONS

Dual Column Umbrella

Our dual column umbrella is a great solution for shading picnic tables, benches, or small gathering areas due to the space between columns. With its two column design, it is easily installed and more affordable than a traditional four post hip structure.

SHAPES AND SIZES

Rectangle
12’ x 10’, 16’, or 20’
14’ x 20’ or 24’

OPTIONS AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’ or 10’ Height
With or Without Glide Elbow™
Traditional Shade Fabric

Tilt and Swivel Umbrella

Tilt and swivel this umbrella during installation for maximum sun protection based on your location. Once installed, the canopy will not continue to swivel or tilt to different degrees.

SHAPES AND SIZES

Square

OPTIONS AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
With or Without Glide Elbow™
Traditional Shade Fabric

NEW!

Hypar Umbrella

Ideal for shading pools and guest areas, our Hypar umbrella provides shade with a unique look. Hypar umbrellas feature a low-profile canopy that will not obstruct your view.

SHAPE AND SIZES

Square
10’–20’

FEATURES AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
With or Without Glide Elbow™
Traditional Shade Fabric

Glide Elbow™ availability depends on dimensions and model.
HIP ENDS
SHADES for all APPLICATIONS

Rectangle Hip End Shade
ARANSAS PASS COMMUNITY PARK
Multi-Dome — a series of hip end shades that share posts — are a great solution for sports complex seating and parking lots. Multi-Dome shades are an economical way of shading a very large area. To ensure uniform tension throughout your Standard Hip Shade canopy, we may design a Multi-Dome should the length to width ratio of your shade structure require it. Shade fabric can match or have alternating colors. Available in a variety of sizes.

**OPTIONS AND FABRIC**
- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- Available in 2’ increments from 20’–40’
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

* Glide Elbow™ only available up to 30’.

Super Dome

Super Domes are great for large playgrounds, outdoor dining areas, and sport facilities such as basketball or tennis courts. Depending on your needs, square posts and our Glide Elbow™ are available.

**SHAPE AND SIZES**
- Square
- Rectangle

**OPTIONS AND FABRIC**
- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

* Glide Elbow™ must be custom designed.

Shade structures exceeding 1,100 square feet may not be applicable for our Glide Elbow™.
SAILS
UNIQUE custom SOLUTIONS

Custom Sail Shade
SEA LIFE PARK

Custom Sail Shade
SEA LIFE PARK
TRADITIONAL STEEL FRAME sail options

Our traditional steel frame sail structures are available as surface or in-ground mount in 8’, 10’, or 12’ height. While we do offer standard sizes, our sails can be custom created for all spaces. Choose between your choice of marine grade powder coat colors and our Traditional Shade fabrics.

Hyperbolic Sail Shade

Our Hyperbolic Sail shade is perfect for both small and large activity areas that need to look exceptional while remaining functional in the heat.

SHAPE AND SIZES

Square

Maximum of 35’

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC

Surface or In-Ground Mount

Traditional Shade Fabric

Multiple Sail Shades

Pair multiple sail shades to create a truly unique, yet simple, structure. These great sail shades provide ample coverage with a fun look.

Sail size limited to 50’ per triangular edge.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC

Surface or In-Ground Mount

8’, 10’, or 12’ Height

Traditional Shade Fabric

0

Triangle Sail

Our Triangle Sail shade is a great solution for all spaces, large or small. This design has many practical uses — from shading picnic tables to entire pools. Triangle Sail shades are custom to every space.

Sail size limited to 50’ per triangular edge.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC

Surface or In-Ground Mount

Traditional Shade Fabric
Our Kite shades are a popular choice for pools, splash pads, and dining areas. Their kite-shaped design allows for great flexibility and many configurations, making them great for covering uniquely shaped spaces.

**Sand Dollar Sail**
With its unique layered look, our Sand Dollar Sail shade offers design appeal and great coverage.

**Quad Sail**
Our Quad Sail shade, with its appealing architectural design, is a great solution for country clubs, resorts, and city parks.

**Sand Dollar Sail**

- **Shapes and Sizes**
  - Square
  - Hexagon
  - 20’ 25’ 30’ 35’

- **Options, Features, and Fabric**
  - Surface or In-Ground Mount
  - 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
  - Traditional Shade Fabric

**Quad Sail**

- **Shapes and Sizes**
  - Square
  - 10’–30’

- **Options, Features, and Fabric**
  - Surface or In-Ground Mount
  - 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
  - Traditional Shade Fabric
CANTILEVER
MINIMAL POSTS WITH MAXIMUM SHADE
Our steel frame waterproof cantilever features an approximate 7’ eave height, 316 stainless steel hardware, a marine grade finish, and is wind tested to 75 mph. Fabric color options include fabrics in the Ferrari® 502 or Stam® 6002 Textured collections.

**Standard Cantilever**

The Standard Cantilever makes a great solution for covering sidewalks, bus stop seating, and bleachers. Additionally, it’s the most economical way of providing car parking shade and is a great solution for covering areas that require a lot of open space.

**Shapes and Sizes**

- Rectangle
  - 18’ x 20’, 18’ x 27’, 18’ x 36’

**Options, Features, and Fabric**

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

**Hanging Cantilever**

This shade is a great solution for sidewalks, bus stop seating, and bleachers. The Hanging Cantilever has a preferred max width of 18’ but can be configured with multiple bays to cover any distance.

**Shapes and Sizes**

- Rectangle
  - 10’ x 20’, 12’ x 20’, 14’ x 24’

**Options, Features, and Fabric**

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

**Suspended Cantilever**

The Suspended Cantilever utilizes suspension braces at the top of the structure to support the extended shade. This design is perfect for automotive needs and sidewalks and is available with or without Glide Elbow™.

Custom made for your location.

**Options, Features, and Fabric**

- Surface or In-Ground Mount
- 8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric
Traditional Wavecrest

The Wavecrest’s engineered design allows it to work well in almost any space. Great at the local park or golf course, our Wavecrest is the perfect shade when total coverage is critical and style is essential. The Wavecrest is available in a variety of sizes.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
Traditional Shade Fabric

T-Cantilever

The T-Cantilever shade is perfect for bleachers, fueling stations, or parking lots. This shade typically features a single column per beam up to 18’ in width. When beam length exceeds 18’, an additional support column will be needed with a maximum beam width of 36’. Columns can be spaced up to 27’ before additional bays are required.

Custom made for your location.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
With or Without Glide Elbow™
Traditional Shade Fabric

Camelback Cantilever

The sister design to the Dugout Cantilever, the Camelback Cantilever is great for walkways and school carpool lanes. The raised design casts a direct shadow on your intended area and a fabric panel can be added between columns to further keep you cool and block wind. For design purposes, the maximum recommended width is 14’ and the maximum distance between columns is 20’.

Custom made for your location.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
Traditional Shade Fabric
Arched Cantilever
The beautifully designed Arched Cantilever makes for a great walkway cover or pool shade and is an economical way of shading spaces. This cantilever has a preferred max width of 14’ but can be configured with multiple bays to cover any distance. The desired max length is 20’ before adding multiple bays is needed.

Custom made for your location.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
Traditional Shade Fabric

Dugout Cantilever
The Dugout Cantilever shade is great for dugouts, walkways, and school carpool lanes. The raised design casts a direct shadow on your intended area. This easy-to-install shade can also be customized with fabric panels between the columns to block wind. For design purposes, the maximum recommended width is 14’ and the maximum distance between columns is 20’.

Custom made for your location.

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface or In-Ground Mount
8’, 10’, or 12’ Height
Traditional Shade Fabric

STEEL FRAME WATERPROOF cantilever options

Waterproof Wavecrest
This sleek style is ideal for driving ranges, vehicle protection, walkways, pool seating, and bleachers at your sport complex.

SHAPES AND SIZES

| Rectangle |
| 18’ x 20’ |

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
Surface Mount
7’ Height
Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured Fabric

Our steel frame waterproof cantilever features an approximate 7’ eave height, 316 stainless steel hardware, a marine grade finish, and is wind tested to 75 mph. Fabric color options include fabrics in the Ferrari 502 or Stam 6002 Textured collections.
PLAYGROUNDS & CABANAS

PRACTICALITY meets STYLE

Swing Frame with Shade
MORRISON PARK AT SHY POND
Our traditional steel frame modular structures are available for additions to new or existing play structures. Choose from a selection of marine grade powder coated colors and our Traditional Shade fabrics. Consult your sales representative for the best shade option for your play structure.

**Standard Modular Shade**

Our Standard Modular shade is a great solution for school, park, and church playgrounds. Available in square, rectangle, hexagon, or octagon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAPE</th>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>DECKS</th>
<th>POSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>9’ x 9’ and 10’ x 10’</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 4” Posts</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 5” Posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>9’ x 12’</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 5” Posts</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagon</td>
<td>14’ x 4’</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octagon</td>
<td>9’ x 12’ and 10.5’ x 14’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options and Fabric**

Available Only with Glide Elbow™

Traditional Shade Fabric

*Canopy will be dependent upon deck and post size. Limiting size options.

**Modular Quad Sail**

Achieve a unique look without compromising sun protection. Only for square or rectangular decks and available exclusively with our Glide Elbow™. Fits 3” and 5” diameter posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAPE</th>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>DECKS</th>
<th>POSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>9’ x 12’ and 10’ x 10’</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 5” Posts</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>9’ x 12’</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 5” Posts</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options and Fabric**

Available Only with Glide Elbow™

Traditional Shade Fabric

If you are looking for shade with style, this shade is perfect. The Modular Crescent shade is available for any deck configuration and fits 3.5” and 5” diameter posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAPE</th>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>DECKS</th>
<th>POSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>9’ x 12’</td>
<td>Fits 3” and 5” Posts</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>9’ x 12’ and 10’ x 10’</td>
<td>Fits 5” Posts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options and Fabric**

Traditional Shade Fabric
Our traditional steel frame swing shade options are available in two styles. Choose between your choice of marine grade powder coat colors and our Traditional Shade fabrics.

Consider adding a shaded swing set to your play area to protect children from harmful UV rays. Our Swing Frame with Shade is available in one, two, three, or four bays. All swing seats and chains sold separately.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Rectangle
- 10’ x 19’, 10’ x 31’, 10’ x 42’, 10’ x 53.5’

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

NEW!

**T-Swing with Shade**

Our T-Swing with Shade is the perfect shaded swing for children aged 2 to 5 years. The T-Swing with Shade pairs with full or half bucket seats only. All swing seats and chains sold separately.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- 12’ x 12’

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

**PLAYGROUND & CABANA SHADES**

Our Flat Top Cabana is a sleek solution for resorts and hotels. Families and couples can gather and enjoy the day while keeping track of their belongings. Our cabanas provide great shade for guests at the pool and can become premium rental spaces for resorts.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- 10’, 12’, 13’

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- Curtains or Drapery Upgrade
- Surface Mount
- 7’ Eave Height
- Wind Rated to 80 MPH
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

**Cabana**

Our cabanas are spacious solutions that provide unsurpassed durability with an elegant and unique one-of-a-kind look. Our cabanas provide great shade for guests at the pool and can become premium rental spaces for resorts.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- 10’, 12’, 13’

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- Curtains or Drapery Upgrade
- Surface Mount
- 7’ Eave Height
- Wind Rated to 80 MPH
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

Our waterproof steel frame hospitality shade options are available in two designs. Choose between your choice of marine grade powder coat colors and fabric options in the Ferrari 502 or Stam 6002 Textured collections.

**NEW!**

**T-Swing with Shade**

Our T-Swing with Shade is the perfect shaded swing for children aged 2 to 5 years. The T-Swing with Shade pairs with full or half bucket seats only. All swing seats and chains sold separately.

**SHAPES AND SIZES**
- Square
- 12’ x 12’

**OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC**
- With or Without Glide Elbow™
- Traditional Shade Fabric

The waterproof and shadekapable shade options are available in two designs. Choose between your choice of marine grade powder coat colors and fabric options in the Ferrari 502 or Stam 6002 Textured collections.
STEEL FRAME WATERPROOF hospitality shade options

Panorama
Our Panorama is a permanent perimeter framed structure allowing you to enjoy a unique outdoor gathering space year-round.

SHAPES, SIZES, DECKS, AND POSTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Size Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>10’, 13’, 16’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Cantilever</td>
<td>16’, 20’, 26’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Gazebo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPTIONS, FEATURES, AND FABRIC
- Clear Drop Curtain Upgrade
- Water Flow Controlled Gutter Upgrade
- Permanent Structure
- Fixed Friction
- Surface Mounts to Existing Concrete Slab
- Engineered Per Local Building Code
- 7’ Eave Height
- Wind Rated to 93 MPH
- Ferrari 502 Satin or Stam 6002 Textured

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS
Combined, Superior Recreational Products’ six great product lines create complete site environments. Design your site environment using one superior company. Visit srpplayground.com, srpsiteamenities.com, and srpshelter.com to learn more.
COLOR OPTIONS

FRAME | SUPERRDURABLE POWDER COAT

Initially cleaned (after saturation to remove all surface rust and oil; our steel frames are coated electrostatically with an epoxy TGIC Powder Coating Zinc-Rich Primer. After the primer application, Superior applies the Superrdurable Polyester TGIC powder coating electrostatically. After the application of the final coat, a total of 6 mils of finished powder coating has been applied, which is backed by 5,000 hours of testing (ASTM Method B71). All colors marked with an asterisk are semi-gloss. Colors without an asterisk are gloss.

STEP 1: Blast nearly white

STEP 2: Application of 3 mils of TGIC Epoxy Powder Coat

FABRIC | TRADITIONAL SHADE

This selection of fabric colors are fire retardant and pass the NFPA 701 and ASTM E84 tests. All traditional fabric colors are California wildfires compliant, which is the highest standard for flame-resistance, except for Everglade Green. Colors marked with an asterisk may have longer lead times.

FABRIC | FERRARI 502 SATIN

Stam 6002 Textured fabric is available for a portion of our waterproof designs at an upcharge. To view these colors, please contact your sales representative.

FABRIC | SUNBRELLA MARINE

With our patent-pending Glide Elbow™ mechanism, installation and removal of your fabric is completed with the use of a wrench or cordless drill with an appropriate sized socket. Not only does our Glide Elbow™ make updating fabric easier, it allows you to easily remove fabric for severe weather. Additionally, metal-on-metal wear is minimized with our fabric hook connection.

With our patent-pending Glide Elbow™ mechanism, installation and removal of your fabric is completed with the use of a wrench or cordless drill with an appropriate sized socket. Not only does our Glide Elbow™ make updating fabric easier, it allows you to easily remove fabric for severe weather. Additionally, metal-on-metal wear is minimized with our fabric hook connection.
WARRANTY

Superior Recreational Products (SRP) warrants that its products are designed, manufactured, and assembled in a manner that conforms to all applicable laws and regulations, and as such, does not warrant that the product will be faultless in every situation or every application. The product has been assembled and installed strictly in accordance with the instructions provided by SRP’s good construction practices, and has been subjected only to reasonable and normal usage. Further, SRP will not cover any damage to any umbrella frame caused by vandalism, misuse, or acts of nature including but not limited to wind, rain, or hail, or a result of the contact with the ground or any other foreign object including damage which occurs as a result of outside forces or extreme acts of nature. Please contact SRP directly if requesting products and mounting foundations to be warranted in sustained wind conditions which exceed the stated warranties per each model. The warranty is subject to the terms of sale and shipping policy, please visit superiorrecreationalproducts.com for further details. Further, SRP will not cover any damage to any umbrella frame caused by vandalism, misuse, or acts of nature including but not limited to wind, rain, or hail, or a result of the contact with the ground or any other foreign object including damage which occurs as a result of outside forces or extreme acts of nature. Please contact SRP directly if requesting products and mounting foundations to be warranted in sustained wind conditions which exceed the stated warranties per each model. The warranty is subject to the terms of sale and shipping policy, please visit superiorrecreationalproducts.com for further details. Further, SRP will not cover any damage to any umbrella frame caused by vandalism, misuse, or acts of nature including but not limited to wind, rain, or hail, or a result of the contact with the ground or any other foreign object including damage which occurs as a result of outside forces or extreme acts of nature. Please contact SRP directly if requesting products and mounting foundations to be warranted in sustained wind conditions which exceed the stated warranties per each model. The warranty is subject to the terms of sale and shipping policy, please visit superiorrecreationalproducts.com for further details.